









































































































































2 Truncata ofthe bond deineatron f

approxiueabrihgtyrpsc.am
we improve

this for RD Dates whee odey

an areole

Arcata in RD for bipartisan

o AB

A B

ELA B SCAB14441 a court V

cwb.AT

Askps Area law for 0 Relays entropy

g Log ranks

i e rank his 14441 E X












































































































































ED Schmidt decomposition at each cut k

Dik

ly I sited Iris
F 1

has only X non zero knees Dae 12 Hk

D he each stepof the penal
constructor the

dimensions Dae ofHee
reeatrices are Da E X

or alternatively The
rank of the

ND is EX

For RD stabs 147 ask an area law for

the O Renji entropy So ga s log X

the exact RPS decomposition of 147 has

bond dimension C X i.e

Lys I U Until Ulilie im
ie in












































































































































with Uf 2e ke n 1 Xx X matrices

Ndc If a Doe is smaller than X we

can always peal it with zeros to obtain

XXX matrices everywhere if we want

More generally Sad drama on X skald

generally be
read as dad diheenan at

most X

b what if we have an arealawfor air

copy

Consider in e h C entropy cares more

abut than value of prodebhks

E Meu 2

see also https://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0505140












































































































































Theory

Let not really Lf any
is ok

ly I silliflris
if fleeuidt dee

ly x silk Sahib

lie X
14

11141 1 11

2

and e x h ly II H

Then for any 0 s as I

E X E g e
Ma Sechs141141

with a x ta ya












































































































































That is of the
x Reugi entanglement entropy

of a bipartite
state is bounded we can

faithfully enka Aek ask

sneaufhucidtrauteXT
here faikfly

means with an error which Vanishes

polguomially m Yoo as opposed to expo

neutrally

Differently speaking to get an accuracy

we only need to take poly E

parameters as opposed to exp te

We can now use this approximation on
every step

of the iterative decomposition
it can k shown

exercise sheet 2 that the error is sus additive












































































































































i e if in each step

or
2

Hip ly H e e

od cette

2

My 1 711 E N e

Statewhere we have usedthe

truncated Schmidt alee

at all cab

Theoremi Let 143 C 9 te a Bak

of a ID 1pm chain which obeys an

area law for the L Renjientropy as I

i e

VL SfSa e Sa trai nl4X4 Snax
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Apply this to approximategrounddates of local
gapped Hamiltonians

What is the scaly with the gap

Hashem root

Sma L where v is the so called

Ares Robinson velocity

qn Watirani zoos

Smax a AD

Neko
Both results also dereotey Sounds the weight

µ the tail of the khenidt coefficients and kens

directly yield an approachable result

https://arxiv.org/abs/0705.2024

https://arxiv.org/abs/1301.1162


